Unsolicited Testimonial on Radionics Training by the Radionics &
Dowsing Institute of Canada.
The claim that the practice of Radionics in North America is different from that in Europe
is highly justified. The Radionics & Dowsing Institute of Canada has de-mystified
Radionics in a number of ways by doing away with stereotypes. Here are some
examples:
1) On Training: The Association places a high premium on intensive training as the
basis for understanding the theory and practice of Radionics instead of merely
selling instruments. The Radionics Association of Great Britain for instance,
offers weekend courses in Radionics which may be of some value to residents in
the United Kingdom; but totally inappropriate for overseas students. On the
contrary, The Tutored Home Correspondence Course of the Institute is well
structured, well organized, convenient, cheap and available worldwide without
compromising its technology, ethics or sensitivity.
2) On Dowsing position: Some radionic practitioners I know here in Nigeria and
elsewhere swear by the traditional method of holding the pendulum on a fully
outstretched arm and extended elbow, neither bending the elbow nor placing it
on the table. The Association has shown this to be a myth and there is no
scientific reason why the elbow cannot be bent or even placed on the table to
prevent fatigue while dowsing.
3) On Radionic rates: Through the Association the diversification and the
continuing expansion of radionic treatment options are available since radionic
rates are NOT presented as sine qua non for treatment. Also there is the added
liberty and justification for constructing ‘own rates’ and modifying existing ones
where necessary.
4) On Holistic healing: Very importantly, The Association has introduced other
healing modalities including Names of God, Sanathana Sai Sanjeevinis, Oriental
Herbology, Words of Power, Radionic Astrology and Radionic Acupuncture to
mention a few. Since these healing options may, to a greater or lesser degree,
work at different levels of the human energetic anatomy, it means that the
likelihood of achieving a more holistic healing for the client is truly enhanced.
5) On Spiritual growth: Furthermore, The Association trains on and practices
holistic care paying attention not only to the subtle bodies, but also to the social,
economic and spiritual health of the total being. It also offers accelerated spiritual
growth and development information especially for the practitioner over and
beyond the innate growth of the intuitive faculty offered by radionics discipline
and practice.

The Association has in other ways, contributed positively to the growth of Radionics:

6) Comparative studies in Radionics: Through the critical analysis and
comparative studies of Radionic procedures, claims and instruments from
various sources, The Association is able to identify best radionic practices,
treatment principles, methods and instruments; and by so doing helping the
Radionic practitioner to make informed decisions and choices. Therefore The
Association has shown that the more sophisticated and expensive radionics
instruments available in the market, do not necessarily translate into increased
efficacy and excellence. In fact the basic Radionics CHARTS as
organized/designed/developed and applied by the Institute allows for a far more
rapid, efficient, flexible, dependable and cheaper analysis.
7) Here, I will share my early experience in Radionics as it relates to Copen Mk 7
Radionic Computer & Copen MARS III:
a. Initially I was frustrated and my interest in Radionics nearly ‘killed’ by
using Copen MK 7 Radionic computer because of obvious inconsistencies
in analyses results. It would have been a total disaster had I gone ahead
to buy the Copen MARS III, which I thought would be easier to operate in
spite of its exorbitant cost.
b. My attraction to Copen MARS III (or the Multiple Analytical Radionic
System III) was its incorporation of VIBA (Vast Interactive Bio-system
Analyzer) which allowed radionic analyses to be carried out
automatically.
c. “The concept of VIBA is that a random selection of rates from the
database (stored in the computer and) superimposed with the information
from the scanned patient is INFLUENCED in such a way BY THE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE USER, that the result is a meaningful
reflection of the patient’s state of health” (words in italics and bold
emphasis are mine).
d. In view of my training with The Institute, I can now surmise that ‘the
influence of the consciousness of the user’ may not be as simple and
straightforward as it is stated. Since a high degree of subtle energy
sensitivity is definitely required to operate even the MK 7 Radionic
Computer, I suggest that an ULTRA HIGH degree of sensitivity will be
needed to operate the computer assisted MARS III.
e. Given the speed at which computer programs run, I further suggest that
the speed of consciousness of the practitioner must necessarily exceed
that of the MARS III computer in order to maintain control and direction on
its decision-making path. How many Radionic practitioners possess this
degree of super conscious sensitivity at this time to guarantee such an
analysis? Therefore, the superimposition of an ultra high sensitivity of
consciousness must be the critical factor in any method of computerassisted radionic analysis; otherwise the analysis result is simply a
mundane random selection of data which any computer can throw up; and
such would be devoid of the intuitive/spiritual/consciousness overlay,
guidance and direction which IS the very essence of any radionic analysis.

8) Frankly, I cannot understand how any Radionic practitioner whether a newcomer
just off the street or an old timer can practice this healing science and art without
undertaking the Radionics Home Study Course offered by The Radionics and
Dowsing Institute of Canada. Simply stated: THE COURSE IS PRICELESS! This
Canadian Institute is in reality, a very ADVANCED School of Dowsing &
Radionics.
9) 2007 – Catalogue: I was so impressed by the thoughtful organization and layout
of a very complicated 2007 - Catalogue of the Institute that I converted the layout
into a schema which I called “Layout of Radionic & Dowsing Elements for
Analysis, Treatment & Professional Guide” (see the figure below). It is based
entirely on the contents of the catalog. The arrangement showed me at a glance,
the interrelationship of the numerous catalog elements serving as a quick
reference guide. If you consider that the schema could enhance the quality of the
catalog, you may undo the colors and incorporate in a new catalog edition.
10) Dr. Robert McFarland: I wish to commend Dr. Robert McFarland for those very
incisive taped lectures with a world of information using a scientific approach in
discussing very esoteric topics. Truly, the wide range of lecture topics added
value to the training course. They further opened up my understanding of life.
11) Shirley Clark: I must pay special and glowing tribute to Shirley Clark, my e-tutor
and Executive Director of the Institute. She guided my training with patience and
loving intent; giving sound technical advice, never spoon-feeding me even in the
difficult early, formative days of training. Over 2 years later, I am the better for it.
12) Finally, one of the greatest lessons I have learnt in this course is that Radionic
therapy while seemingly addressing dis-ease states, is in fact a step no matter
how small, in energetic intervention to assist the client re-discover the God-within
through harmonization of discordant spiritual energies resulting in bio-spiritual
evolution and ascension. For me this is the ultimate goal of holistic healing.
13) Thank you.
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